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  administration,      see    public administration  

  administrative agencies,      252   

  affi rmative action in India,      148   

  Aristotle,      42  ,   267   

  arms, right to bear,      138   

  Australia,      see also    Commonwealth 

constitutionalism 

  human rights bills,      560  ,   561  ,   568   

  human rights protection, ‘new 

Commonwealth model’,      556   

  Parliamentary Budget Offi ce,      see  
  Parliamentary Budget Offi ce 

(Australia)  

  Victorian Charter of Human Rights and 

Responsibilities 2006,      493    

  authoritarianism    

  authoritarian constitutionalism in 

traditional China,      173   

  authoritarian form of government,      47   

  rise of authoritarian regimes,      7   

  separation of powers, and,      253     

   Bagehot, Walter,      344  ,   366   

  ‘balance of powers’, notion of,      238   

  Bentham, Jeremy,      349   

  Blackstone, William,      278   

  Bodin, Jean,      44   

  borrowed law,      see    constitutional 

transplants  

  budget, control of,      see    independent 

fi scal institutions  ;   Offi ce for Budget 

Responsibility (UK)   

   Cabinet    

  coordination of executive by,      386   

  Germany,      376  ,   387  ,   388   

  UK,      366   

  US,      369  ,   387    

  Canada,      see also    Commonwealth 

constitutionalism 

  Bill of Rights 1960,      557   

  Charter of Rights and Freedoms 1982 

(Canadian Charter),      558  ,   567   

  human rights,      299   

  human rights protection, ‘new 

Commonwealth model’,      555   

  intergovernmental relations within,      482   

  limitation on human rights,      559   

  pre- legislative executive scrutiny,   

   558  ,   559   

  rule of law,      277  ,   280  ,   281  ,   282   

  substantive due process,      282    

  Chile, ethnographical constitutional 

studies,      23   

  China    

  authoritarian constitutionalism in 

traditional China,      173   

  binding force of constitution, lack of,   

   172  ,   179  ,   194   

  Central Military Commission,      186   

  centralized control by Communist 

Party,      191   

  Communist constitutions of 1954, 1975 

and 1978,      177   

  Communist Party and Constitution in 

relation,      194   

  Confucian cultural norms,      171   

  Constitution (Nationalist) 

of 1946,      172   

  Constitution of 1982,      177   

  constitution, existence of,      171   

  constitutional amendments,      180   

  constitutional principles,      178   

  constitutional rights, no power to 

enforce,      194   

  constitutionalism, lack of,      172  ,   196   

  ‘court independence’,      189   

  Cultural Revolution (1966–1976),      177   

  ‘democratic centralism’,      179   

  economic reform,      180   

  executive bodies,      185   

  Great Leap Forward (1958–1960),      177   

  historical development of 

constitutionalism,      175   

  Hong Kong Special Administrative 

Region (SAR),      481   
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  human rights, constitutional recognition 

of,      181   

  Imperial Constitution, draft of 1908 

( qinding xianfa dagang ),      171  ,   176   

  Imperial Era,      175   

  judicial reform,      190   

  judicial review, lack of,      179  ,   194   

  judiciary,      187   

  legislature,      184   

  levels of government,      192   

  local government abuse of powers,      193   

  local governments,      190   

  People’s Republic (1949),      176   

  President,      185  ,   186   

  Republic (1911),      176   

  rule of law,      262   

  ‘socialist constitution’,      183   

  State Council,      187   

  state institutions,      184   

  state powers, exercise of,      179   

  Supreme People’s Court,      188    

  citation of foreign case law,      588  ,   595   

  civic forums,      401   

  civil servants,      see also    executive bodies 

  non- politicization,      254   

  state liability in French law,      97    

  classical antiquity    

  constitutionalism,      43   

  rule of law,      267    

  Coke, Sir Edward,      267   

  collective political autonomy 

in France,      93   

  commerce, regulation of,      123   

  common law    

  constitutionalism,      85   

  diffuse form of judicial review,      419   

  human rights protection,      572   

  rule of law,      267    

  commonwealth,      see also    democracy  ; 

  republicanism 

  Bodin’s theory of,      43   

  Roman concept of,      43    

  Commonwealth constitutionalism,      see also  

  Australia  ;   Canada  ;   New Zealand  ; 

  United Kingdom 

  bills of rights,      555  ,   557   

  common law and human rights 

protection,      572   

  ‘Commonwealth model of judicial 

review’,      25   

  distinct form of constitutionalism,      556  , 

  564  ,   570  ,   576   

  institutional dialogue, promotion 

of,      567   

  judicial supremacy model of 

constitutional rights protection,      555   

  ‘new Commonwealth model 

scholarship’,      556    

  Communist Party,      see    China  

  comparative methodologies    

  causational approach,      26   

  collaborative research,      37   

  common patterns, examination of,      27   

  ‘concept formation through multiple 

description’ approach,      24   

  current state of methodological 

theory,      11   

  doctrinal analysis,      35   

  external observation approach,      23   

  general observations on,      13   

  idiographic studies,      22   

  importance of,      12   

  inferential approach,      26  ,   28   

  interdisciplinary approach,      34   

  knowledge of studied jurisdictions,      36   

  large- N studies,      30   

  ‘legal traditions/ family trees’ 

approach,      20   

  longitudinal comparisons,      27   

  ‘most different cases’ principle,      27  ,   30   

  ‘most diffi cult case’ principle,      27   

  ‘most similar cases’ principle,      26  ,   28  ,   30   

  multi- method research,      37   

  multiplicity of,      37   

  nomothetic studies,      30   

  ontological enquiry,      19   

  ‘outlier cases’ principle,      27   

  ‘prototypical cases’ principle,      27  ,   28   

  small- N studies,      26  ,   28   

  social science methods,      35   

  soundness of,      38   

  transplanted law,      see    constitutional 

transplants  

  typology of,      12  ,   18    

  ‘conditional rights thesis’ in India,      168   

  confederation and federal state 

distinguished,      323   

  Confucian cultural norms,      171   

  congresses and parliaments 

distinguished,      345   

  consensual processes for policymaking,    

   399   

  constituent power and constituted power 

distinguished,      526   

  constitutional conventions,      74   

China (cont.)
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  constitutional courts,      see    courts  ;   judicial 

review  ;   supreme courts  

  constitutional crises in US, overcoming 

of,      139   

  constitutional culture,      see    culture  

  constitutional norms,      see    norms  

  constitutional review,      see    judicial review  

  constitutional sovereigntist view of law,      16   

  constitutional transplants    

  borrowing of constitutional principles,      2   

  citation of foreign case law,      588   

  classical antiquity,      43   

  coercion theory of,      583   

  comparative constitutional law and,      20   

  comparative methodologies,      592   

  competition theories of,      584   

  conceptual theories of,      583   

  ‘constitutional borrowing’ metaphor,      582   

  constitutional law and constitutional 

culture in relation,      601   

  constitutional ‘symbiosis’,      2   

  French borrowing from UK and US,      93   

  globalization and,      600   

  growth of,      580   

  human rights,      585   

  infl uence of,      580   

  international law in national 

constitution- making,      584   

  jurisprudential aspects of,      598   

  learning theories of,      583   

  ‘legal transplant’ metaphor,      581   

  ‘migration’ metaphor,      582   

  reference to foreign laws and 

judgments,      21   

  superstructure theories of,      583   

  types of,      583    

  constitutionalism,      see also    Commonwealth 

constitutionalism  ;   European Union  ; 

  international constitutionalism 

  amendment, power of,      52   

  ancient Greece,      42   

  authoritarian constitutionalism in 

traditional China,      173   

  China’s lack of,      172  ,   196   

  common law constitutionalism,      85   

  commonwealth,      see    commonwealth  

  comparability of,      16   

  competing constitutional claims,      61   

  constituent power,      63   

  constituent power and constituted power 

distinguished,      526   

  constitutional culture, and,      540   

  constitutional legitimacy,      549   

  constitutional pluralism,      62  ,   545   

  constitutional tradition and judicial 

review in relation,      215   

  ‘constitutions without 

constitutionalism’,      196   

  defi nition of,      40   

  democratic constitutionalism,      see  
  democracy  

  descriptive constitutionalism,      41  ,   42   

  federal constitutionalism,      see    federalism  

  formal constitutionalism,      48  ,   61   

  ‘forms of state’ and ‘forms of 

government’ distinguished,      44   

  globalization of,      600   

  individualization and,      544   

  ‘intergenerational constitutional 

justice’,      442  ,   469   

  international law in national 

constitution- making,      584   

  interpretation,      see    interpretation  

  judicial review, and,      356   

  ‘legal constitutionalism’,      357   

  liberal constitutionalism,      see    liberalism  

  material constitutionalism,      41  ,   54  ,   62   

  methodology,      see    comparative 

methodologies  

  modern forms of,      45   

  normative constitutionalism,      41   

  norms, constitutional status of,      48   

  parliamentarism in relation,      359   

  ‘political constitutionalism’,      357   

  republican constitutionalism,      see  
  republicanism  

  republicanism in relation,      93   

  Roman,      43   

  statist approach to,      524   

  theoretical approach to,      35   

  thick concepts of,      528   

  thin concepts of,      522   

  transnationalization and,      543   

  types of,      35  ,   40  ,   42   

  unitary states,      60  ,   65    

   ConstitutionNet  project,      20   

  constitutions,      see also    multi- layered 

constitutions 

  amendment of,      52   

  binding force of,      172   

  characteristics of,      526   

  China’s Constitution, lack of binding 

force,      172  ,   179  ,   194   

  Communist,      see    China  

   Constitute  database,      20   

   ConstitutionNet  project,      20   
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  ‘constitutions without 

constitutionalism’,      196   

  constitutive function of,      533   

  defi nition of,      1   

  design of new,      2   

  drafting of,      208   

  drafting of Indian Constitution,      143   

  dualism,      483   

  evolutionary nature,      542   

  federal,      see    European Union  ;   federalism  ; 

  India  ;   United States  

  formal legal understanding of,      50   

  functions of,      533   

  geographical distribution of powers,   

   475  ,   476   

  governments as threat to,      361   

  ‘guardian’ of,      255   

  higher law, as,      529   

  historical development of,      336   

  horizontal dimension,      228   

  human rights protection, models for 

constitutional,      554   

   ICONnect  project,      20   

  informal means of amendment,      53   

  interpretation,      see    interpretation  

  juridical (legal) dimension,      536  ,   537   

  longevity of,      32   

  ‘mixed’ constitutions,      43  ,   44   

  monism,      483   

  no global constitution,      584   

  nominal (totalitarian) constitutions,    

   173   

  parliamentary,      see    France  ;   United 

Kingdom  

  parliaments in relation,      335  ,   348  ,   354   

  people empowered to enforce,      172   

  people not empowered to enforce,      173   

  political dimension,      536   

  positioning (defi nitional) function 

of,      535   

  ‘presidential monarchy’,      44   

  ‘pure’ forms of,      43   

  realization of nominal constitutional 

rights,      174   

  reform of,      2   

  rigidity,      355   

  ‘socialist constitution’ of China,      183   

  structural dimension,      228   

  supremacy clause,      328   

  supreme law, as,      48  ,   61   

  trust, reliance on,      90   

  unitary states,      60   

  ‘unwritten’ constitution of UK,      70   

  vertical dimension,      229    

  Council of Europe,      see    European 

Convention (and Court) on 

Human Rights  

  courts,      see also    judicial review 

  classifi cation of,      415   

  comparative study of,      415   

  constitutional function of,      414   

  ‘court independence’ in China,      189   

  courts with constitutional 

jurisdiction,      415   

  ‘guardians of parliaments’, as,      358   

  judicial independence,      236   

  legal system, classifi cation of courts 

according to type of,      416   

  legislative role,      356   

  parliamentary sovereignty, and,      356   

  parliaments and,      356  ,   358   

  protection of political order,      255   

  reform in China,      190   

  region- based classifi cation of,      416   

  rule of law, and,      264   

  separation of powers, and,      232     

  specialized constitutional courts,      426   

  supreme,      see    China  ;   India  ;   United States  

  usurpation of function,      242    

  criminal procedure rights,      125   

  ‘culturalist- relativist’ view of law,      16   

  culture    

  China’s Cultural Revolution 

(1966–1976),      177   

  Confucian cultural norms,      171   

  constitutional culture and constitutional 

law in relation,      601   

  constitutional culture and 

constitutionalism in relation,      540   

  ‘culturalist- relativist’ view of 

comparative law,      16   

  EU constitutional culture,      540   

  French constitutional culture,      92   

  International Covenant on Economic, 

Social and Cultural Rights 1966 

(ICESCR),      586     

   databases    

   Constitute  database,      20   

   ConstitutionNet  project,      20   

   ICONnect  project,      20    

  de Gaulle, Charles,      92  ,   100   

  death penalty    

  constitutionality of,      135   

  unconstitutionality of,      21    

constitutions (cont.)
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  defamation in matters of public 

concern,      138   

  delegated powers,      248   

  democracy,      see also    commonwealth  ;   public 

participation in executive rulemaking  ; 

  republicanism 

  constitutional (judicial) review,      see  
  judicial review  

  democratic constitutionalism,      41  ,   45  ,   54   

  democratic legitimacy,      549   

  dual democracy, federalism and,      62   

  federalism and,      320   

  forms of,      46   

  government for the people,      55   

  human rights, and,      293   

  Indian parliamentary democracy,      146   

  indirect democracy,      46   

  material constitutionalism, and,      54   

  natural law, and,      292   

  non- constitutional review, and,      226   

  parliamentarism,      46     

  popular sovereignty,      55   

  populism,      47   

  presidentialism,      46     

  representative government, 

and,      45  ,   55    

  ‘democratic centralism’ in China,      179   

  devolved governance in UK,      76  ,   474  ,   477  , 

  480  ,   482   

  Dicey, A. V.,      263  ,   270   

  discrimination, gender discrimination in 

India,      153   

  dissociation, federalism by,      320  ,   322  ,   325  , 

  327  ,   331   

  drafting of constitution,      see    constitutions  

  dualist constitutions,      483   

  due process, substantive,      130    

   economic reform in China,      180   

  employee rights in India,      165   

  environmental protection    

  India,      165   

  US,      405    

  equal protection under law,      130   

  European constitutionalism,      see  
  European Union  

  European Convention (and Court) on 

Human Rights    

  access to court,      277   

  compliance with,      486   

  multi- layered constitutions, and,      486   

  quality of law,      274   

  receptiveness by national law,      484   

  rule of law,      266  ,   279  ,   283   

  subsidiarity and,      490   

  UK Human Rights Act 1998 and,      78  ,   81  , 

  86  ,   215  ,   484    

  European Union (EU)    

  balance of powers,      238   

  citizenship,      548   

  complementarity of EU and Member 

States’ constitutions,      547  ,   552   

  constituent power and constituted power 

distinguished,      526   

  constitutional and democratic 

legitimacy,      549   

  constitutional culture,      540   

  constitutional pluralism,      62  ,   545   

  constitutional principles in EU law,      530   

  constitutionalization of,      506  ,   553   

  constitutive function of constitution,      533   

  economic integration,      539   

  EU law as higher law,      529   

  ‘European constitutionalism’, defi nition 

of,      521   

  European Court of Justice as 

constitutional court,      530   

  evolutionary nature of constitution,      541   

  existence of a constitution,      522   

  federalism,      62  ,   233  ,   547   

  Founding Treaties as constitution,      527  , 

  529  ,   535   

  France and,      103  ,   110   

  functions of constitution,      533   

  fundamental rights,      64   

  human rights,      300   

  independent fi scal institutions,      444   

  individualization,      544   

  legal dimension of constitution,      536   

  legal perspectivist views of 

constitution,      522   

  multidimensionality of constitution,      535   

  parliamentary sovereignty, and,      79   

  periods in constitutionalization,      543   

  plenary bodies,      340   

  political dimension of constitution,      536   

  positioning (defi nitional) function of 

constitution,      535   

  protection of political order,      255   

  rule of law,      258  ,   279  ,   280  ,   286   

  sectoral constitutions,      536   

  separation of powers,      251  ,   252   

  social constitution,      539   

  state constitutionalism distinguished,      531   

  statist constitutionalism adapted to,      524   

  strong constitutional review,      210   
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  supranational constitutional system, 

as,      487   

  supremacy of EU law,      529   

  thick concepts of constitutionalism,      528   

  thin concepts of constitutionalism,      522   

  transnational constitutionalism,      521  ,   545   

  transnationalization,      543    

  Europeanization of UK law,      77   

  executive bodies,      see also    civil servants  ; 

  public administration  ;   public 

participation in executive rulemaking 

  Cabinet in relation,      386   

  China,      185   

  control of fi scal policy,      446   

  executive decrees,      394   

  expertocratic (technocratic) 

administrative agencies and,      252   

  function of,      240   

  institutional autonomy,      237   

  judicial review,      see    judicial review  

  legislative delegation to,      248   

  ministerial responsibility,      393   

  non- politicization,      254   

  privatized administrative agencies 

and,      252   

  protection of political order,      255   

  separation of powers, and,      232  ,   233  ,   252   

  usurpation of function,      242     

  federal states    

  characteristics of,      322   

  ‘classic’ federal states,      319  ,   321  ,   326  , 

  327  ,   328  ,   331   

  confederation distinguished,      323   

  constitutional autonomy,      328   

  constitutional guarantee of 

competences,      332     

  dissociation, by,      320  ,   322  ,   325  ,   327  ,   331   

  executive function,      328   

  federalization of constitutional 

bodies,      330   

  federalism distinguished,      313   

  fi nancial constitution,      330   

  formation of,      323   

  function allocation criteria,      327   

  guarantee of existence,      329   

  judicial review, and,      325   

  jurisdictional function,      328   

  reasons for,      319   

  regional,      320  ,   322  ,   325  ,   327  ,   331   

  right of secession,      330   

  second representative chambers,      325   

  structural aspects,      325    

  federalism,      see also    European Union  ; 

  Germany  ;   India  ;   United States 

  ‘classic’,      319  ,   321  ,   326  ,   327  ,   328  ,   331   

  competence disputes between state and 

federal authorities,      481   

  constituent power,      63   

  constitutional pluralism,      62   

  defi nition of,      312   

  democracy and,      320   

  diachronic perspective on,      316   

  dissociation, by,      320  ,   322  ,   325  ,   327  ,   331   

  dual democracy,      63   

  dual federal state,      316   

  dual fundamental rights,      64   

  essential division of powers,      478   

  European Union,      62  ,   233  ,   547   

  federal constitutionalism,      65   

  federal cooperative state,      316   

  federal state distinguished,      313   

  ‘federal treaty’,      63   

  formalist perspective,      61   

  geographical distribution of powers,      477   

  interdisciplinary approach to study 

of,      316   

  materialist perspective,      62   

  models of,      314   

  multi- layered governance,      477   

  multiplication of political 

procedures,      254   

  parallel constitutional orders,      61  ,   63   

  plurality of approaches to study of,      314   

  procedural dimension of,      312  ,   332   

  reasons for,      319   

  regional,      320  ,   322  ,   325  ,   327  ,   331   

  separation of powers, and,      233   

  ‘States Rights’, and,      124   

  structural dimension of,      312  ,   332   

  supremacy of federal law,      122   

  synchronic perspective on,      316   

  unity and,      331    

  fi scal policy and fi scal institutions,      see  
  independent fi scal institutions  

  food, right to,      166   

  foreign case law, citation of,      588  ,   595   

  foreign laws and judgments,      see  
  constitutional transplants  

  ‘forms of government’ and ‘forms of state’ 

distinguished,      44   

  ‘forms of state’    

  defi nition of,      44   

  ‘forms of government’ distinguished,      44   

  ‘mixed’ constitutions,      44    

European Union (EU) (cont.)
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  France    

  Bodin’s theory of commonwealth,      43   

  borrowing from UK and US 

constitutional law,      93   

  civic forums,      401   

  Code of Administrative Procedure,      410   

  collective political autonomy,      93   

  consensual processes for 

policymaking,      399   

  constituent power,      95   

  Constitution of 1793,      297   

  Constitution of 1875,      100   

  Constitution of 1946,      100  ,   109   

  Constitution of 1958,      92  ,   98  ,   99  , 

    100  ,   109   

   Conseil Constitutionne ,      105  ,   106  ,   107  , 

  410  ,   411  ,   429  ,   432  ,   436  ,   591   

  constitutional law and statute law in 

relation,      94   

  constitutional norms ( bloc de 
constitutionalité ),      108   

  constitutional review,      99  ,   105  ,   106   

  constitutional theory,      107   

  constitutionalism and republicanism in 

relation,      93   

  constitutions, number of,      100   

  Declaration of the Rights of Man 

and Citizen (1789),      94  ,   95  ,   98  ,   99  , 

  109  ,   297   

  European Union, and,      103  ,   110   

  executive decrees,      394   

  governance since 1789,      93   

  human rights,      105   

  international law, and,      103  ,   110   

  judicial review,      232   

  law as expression of general will,      98   

  ‘legal state’ concept ( État légal ),      268   

  legality, principle of ( principe de 
légalité ),      268   

  legislative control of public 

administration,      395   

  national unity, concern for,      94   

  paradoxical constitutional culture,      92   

  parliamentary government,      94  , 

  99  ,   101   

  parliamentary rules of procedure,      348   

  political constitution,      93   

  ‘presidential monarchy’,      92  ,   100   

  presidentialism and parliamentarism in 

relation,      99   

  public law tradition,      94  ,   96   

  public participation in rule- making,      410   

  republican framework,      95   

  republican principles,      93   

  rule of law,      104  ,   268  ,   273  ,   284   

  separation of powers,      94  ,   232  ,   234   

  sovereignty of the people,      99   

  stakeholder groups,      404   

  state liability in torts,      97   

  state system,      96   

  summary of key issues,      111   

  UK theory of state contrasted,      97    

  freedom of expression,      136   

  fundamental justice,      see    rule of law  

  fundamental rights,      see also    human rights 

  balance between individualism and 

communitarianism,      60   

  balance between liberal rights and social 

rights,      60   

  concept of,      58   

  disagreement as to meaning of rights,   

   203  ,   204  ,   205   

  India,      147   

  individualism and,      58   

  judicial review, and,      356   

  judicial safeguard of liberalism, as,      59   

  ‘political constitutionalism’, and,      358   

  protection of,      59   

  rights- based review,      203   

  substantive due process,      281   

  types of ‘essential’ human rights,      59    

   gender discrimination in India,      153   

  general will, law as expression of,      98   

  geographical distribution of powers,   

   475  ,   476   

  Germany    

  administrative chain of legitimacy 

( Legitimationskette ),      392  ,   394   

  amendment of constitution,      52   

  Cabinet,      376  ,   385  ,   387  ,   388   

  Chancellor,      376  ,   385   

  civic forums,      401   

  coalition governments,      382   

  coalition round ( Koalitionsrunde ),      383   

  ethnographical constitutional studies,      22   

  European Union, and,      488   

  executive, coordination of,      387  ,   388   

  Federal Chancellery ( Bundeskanzleramt ),   
   379  ,   385  ,   388   

  federalism,      233   

  formalism,      265   

  human rights,      301   

  informal decision- making bodies,      383   

  international constitutionalization,      502   

  judicial review,      394   
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   Kanzlerdemokratie ,      376   

  leadership, concept of,      385   

  parliamentary system,      375   

  political parties,      382   

  proportionality analysis,      29   

  public participation in rule- making,      409   

   Rechtsstaat  (rule of law),      261  ,   269  ,   271  , 

  272  ,   274  ,   276  ,   279  ,     283   

  separation of powers,      234  ,   251  ,   253   

  stakeholder groups,      402   

  Weimar Constitution,      253    

  global constitutionalism,      see    international 

constitutionalism  

  government,      see also    civil servants  ;   courts  ; 

  executive bodies  ;   legislature 

  balance of powers,      238   

  by the people,      62   

  comparative perspective on,      363   

  for the people,      55   

  forms of,      46  ,   48   

  German and US government systems 

compared,      384   

  German system,      375   

  ‘gubernative’, notion of,      362   

  institutional autonomy,      236   

  limited government,      56  ,   58   

  models of gubernative organization,      364   

  parliamentary model of,      364   

  presidential model of,      364  ,     389   

  protection of political order,      255   

  separation of powers,      see    separation 

of powers  

  threat to constitutional authority,  

as,      361   

  US system,      368   

  ‘We the people’,      62    

  Greece, Aristotelian constitutionalism,      42   

  ‘guardian of the constitution’,      255   

  ‘guardians of parliaments’, courts as,      358   

  gun laws,      138    

   Hamilton, Alexander,      364  ,   385   

  hate speech, regulation of,      137   

  Hong Kong Special Administrative Region 

(SAR),      481   

  human rights,      see also    fundamental rights 

  adoption by stable democracies,      298   

  affi rmative action in India,      148   

  common law, and,      572   

  Commonwealth countries,      see  
  Commonwealth constitutionalism  

  ‘conditional rights thesis’ in India,      168   

  constitutional human rights, defi nition 

of,      296   

  constitutional law in relation,      291   

  constitutional recognition by China,    

   181   

  constitutional transplants,      585   

  criminal procedure rights,      125   

  death penalty, constitutionality of,      135   

  Declaration of the Rights of Man and 

Citizen (1789),      94  ,   95  ,   98  ,   99  ,   109  ,   297   

  democracy and,      293   

  dependence on other areas of law,      294   

  disagreement as to meaning of rights,   

   203  ,   204  ,   205   

  due process, substantive,      130   

  emergence of,      297   

  employee rights in India,      165   

  equal protection under law,      130   

  European Convention,      see    European 

Convention (and Court) on 

Human Rights  

  expansion of,      306   

  freedom of expression,      136   

  gender discrimination in India,      153   

  hate speech, regulation of,      137   

  ‘innovative’ democratic rights,      306   

  institutional dialogue as to rights, 

promotion of,      567   

  ‘judicial nationalization of individual 

rights’,      481   

  judicial review, and,      203  ,   307  ,   438   

  judicial supremacy model of 

constitutional rights protection,      554   

  legislative supremacy model of 

constitutional rights protection,      554   

  multi- layered constitutions, and,   

   486  ,   491   

  poor, rights of the,      127   

  post- confl ict and post- totalitarian 

countries, in,      298   

  proportionality and,      310   

  racial classifi cations, judicial scrutiny 

of,      130   

  racial equality,      127   

  range of,      301   

  right to food,      166   

  rights- based review,      203   

  rule of law, and,      265   

  state- building and,      299   

  ‘thick’ democratic rights,      305   

  ‘thin’ democratic rights,      303   

  transition countries (post- confl ict, 

post- totalitarian), in,      298   

Germany (cont.)
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  UK Human Rights Act 1998,      81  ,   204  , 

  207  ,   215  ,   217  ,   220  ,   221  ,   561   

  universal application of,      493   

  Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

1948,      585   

  universalism of,      291   

  US jurisprudence,      114  ,   125    

  Hungary, constitutional transplant,      599    

    ICONnect  project,      20   

  independent fi scal institutions (IFIs),   

   see also    Australia, Parliamentary 

Budget Offi ce  ;   Offi ce for Budget 

Responsibility (UK) 

  audit model of,      449   

  comparative analysis of,      442   

  convergence in development of,      467   

  ‘defi cit bias’ in fi scal policy, and,      446   

  defi nition of,      443   

  de- politicization of fi scal policy, 

and,      446     

  executive control of fi scal policy, 

and,      446   

  fi scal councils,      449   

  information asymmetries, reduction 

of,      448   

  instruments of ‘intergenerational 

constitutional justice’, as,      442  ,   469   

  legislative control of fi scal policy, 

and,      446   

  models of,      449   

  number of global institutions,      443   

  parliamentary budget offi ces,      449   

  public law perspective on,      442  ,   469   

  ‘public value’ of,      467   

  rationales for,      444   

  re- politicization of fi scal policy, and,      446   

  response to persistent fi scal defi cits, 

as,      444   

  rise of,      441  ,   443   

  varieties of,      448    

  India    

  affi rmative action for ‘other backward 

classes’ (OBCs),      148   

  amendment of constitution,      53   

  basic structure (of Constitution), doctrine 

of,      157  ,   159   

  Cabinet Mission Plan (1946),      142   

  Civil Code, Uniform,      153   

  ‘conditional rights thesis’,      168   

  Constituent Assembly,      143  ,   155   

  Constitution of 1949,      141  ,   169   

  constitutional transplants,      145  ,   155   

  diffuse form of judicial review,      417   

  drafting of Constitution,      143   

  due process, substantive,      281   

  employee rights,      165   

  environmental protection,      165   

  federalism,      145  ,   146   

  fundamental rights,      147   

  gender discrimination,      153   

  Government of India Act 1935,      142  ,   144   

  independence from UK (1947),      142   

  Irish Constitution of 1937, borrowing 

from,      145  ,   155   

  judicial activism, nature of,      164   

  judicial review,      145  ,   249  ,   417   

  judicial selection and appointment,      156   

  land reform,      157   

  parliamentary democracy,      146   

  partition crisis (1947),      142   

  poverty, extent of,      142   

  property rights,      157   

  public interest (social action) litigation 

(PIL),      162   

  religion, constitutional status of,      151   

  right to food,      166   

  rule of law,      276  ,   281  ,   284   

  secularism, constitutional status of,      151   

  socialist principles,      154   

  state of emergency (1975–1977),      159   

  state policy, directive principles of,      145  , 

  154  ,   162   

  Supreme Court,      147  ,   149  ,   151  ,   152  ,   153  , 

  156  ,   158  ,   160  ,   162  ,   164  ,     169  ,   276  ,   284   

  ‘zamindari system’, abolition of,      157    

  individualization and 

constitutionalism,      543   

  individualism    

  fundamental rights, and,      58    

  institutional autonomy,      236   

  ‘intergenerational constitutional justice’,   

   442  ,   469   

  intergovernmental relations,      482   

  international constitutionalization    

  administrativist conception of,      502  ,   511   

  conceptualizations of,      501   

  cosmopolitan (process- based) conception 

of,      502     

  current state of scholarship on,      515   

  fragmentation of international law, 

and,      500   

  global administrative law, and,      512  ,   513   

  globalization and,      501   

  institutionalist conception of,      502  ,   506   

  International Public Authority (IPA),      512   
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  liberal world order, and,      500   

  rationales for,      500   

  sceptical view of,      502  ,   514   

  variety of perspectives on,      501    

  international constitutionalism,      see also  

  Commonwealth constitutionalism  ; 

  constitutional transplants  ;   European 

Union  ;   multi- layered constitutions 

  international and regional treaties as 

constitutions,      3   

  rise of,      3  ,   20    

  International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights 1966 (ICCPR),      586   

  International Covenant on Economic, 

Social and Cultural Rights 1966 

(ICESCR),      586   

  international law    

  constitutional characteristics of,      491   

  constitutionalization of,      see    international 

constitutionalization  

   erga omnes  obligations,      499  ,   501   

  fragmentation of,      500   

  French constitutional norms ( bloc de 
constitutionalité ), and,      110   

  incorporation into national law,      483   

  indirect effect on national law,      492   

  international legal order,      498   

   jus cogens  norms,      499  ,   501   

  lack of central authorities for,      518   

  national constitutional interpretation, 

in,      587   

  national constitution- making, in,      584   

  no global constitution,      584   

  non- intervention in national law,      584   

  peaceful coexistence as goal of,      499   

  separation of powers, and,      250   

  state crimes,      499   

  state sovereignty, and,      498   

  systematization of,      518   

  universal application of norms,      492   

  utopian visions of global legal order,      498    

  international treaties,      see    treaties  

  interpretation    

  ‘clause- bound’ approach to,      119   

  ‘departmentalist’ approach to,      121   

  international law in national 

constitutional interpretation,      587   

  interpretive principles in judicial 

review,      219   

  judicial constitutional interpretation in 

US,      118   

  ‘originalist’ approach to,      119   

  rule of law as interpretive tool,      275    

  interpretation, judicial,      see    judicial review  

  Ireland    

  democracy and natural law,      292   

  human rights protection,      560   

  Indian constitutional borrowing from,   

   145  ,   155    

  Italy, parliament,      347    

   Japan, ethnographical constitutional 

studies,      24   

  Jefferson, Thomas,      349   

  judicial independence,      236   

  judicial reasoning,      424  ,   435   

  judicial reform in China,      190   

  judicial review    

  (de)centralization of, classifi cation of 

courts according to degree of,      416   

  academic arguments as to,      203   

  adoption worldwide, reasons for,      437   

  authority for, source of,      423  ,   433   

  bindingness of decisions,      121   

  centralized review,      426   

  China’s lack of,      179  ,   194   

  citation of foreign case law,      588  ,   595   

  ‘clause- bound’ approach to,      119   

  ‘Commonwealth model’ of,      25   

  constitutional provision for,      206   

  constitutional tradition, and,      215   

  constitutional transplants, and,      598   

  constitutionalism and,      356   

  declarations of incompatibility,      218   

  democracy and,      201   

  ‘departmentalist’ approach to,      121   

  design of,      417  ,   426   

  diffuse review,      417   

  disagreement as to meaning of rights,   

   203  ,   204  ,   205   

  European Union,      210   

  federal states,      325   

  French constitutional review,      99  , 

  105  ,   106   

  function of,      417  ,   426   

  fundamental rights, and,      356   

  future issues for,      438   

  globalization and,      438   

  globalization of,      600   

  grounds of review,      209   

  human rights, and,      203  ,   307  ,   438   

  Indian constitutional transplant as to 

power of,      145   

  ‘informal’ constitutional amendment,      53   

  intensity (standard) of review,      209  ,   221   

international constitutionalization (cont.)
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  international law in national 

constitutional interpretation,      587   

  interpretive principles, infl uence of,      219   

  judicial activism in India, nature of,      164   

  judicial constitutional interpretation in 

US,      118   

  judicial deference,      120   

  ‘judicial nationalization of individual 

rights’,      481   

  judicial supremacy model of 

constitutional rights protection,      554   

  legislation, of,      204   

  legislative provision for,      206  ,   216   

  legislative response to judicial 

decisions,      217   

  non- constitutional review and 

democracy in relation,      226   

  ‘originalist’ approach to,      119   

  parliaments and,      354   

  prevalence worldwide,      437   

  proportionality analysis,      29  ,   119   

  public administration, of,      394   

  ‘rational basis’ approach to,      130   

  reasoning,      424  ,   435   

  rights- based review,      203   

  scepticism as to court- based review,      203   

  separation of powers, and,      248  ,   249   

  soft constitutional review,      215   

  specialized constitutional courts,      426   

  strong constitutional review,      203   

  varieties of,      419  ,   428   

  zenith of,      439    

  judicial selection and appointment in 

India,      156   

  juridical (legal) dimension of constitutions,   

   536  ,   537    

   Kant, Immanuel,      44   

  Kelsen, Hans,      262  ,   353  ,   503  ,   529    

  ‘legal constitutionalism’,      357   

  legal system, classifi cation of courts 

according to type of,      416   

  ‘legal traditions/ family trees’ approach,      20   

  legal transplants,      see    constitutional 

transplants  

  legislation, judicial review of,      204   

  legislative provision for judicial review,   

   206  ,   216   

  legislative response to judicial 

decisions,      217   

  legislature,      see also    parliaments 

  China,      184   

  control of fi scal policy,      446   

  function of,      240   

  institutional autonomy,      237   

  legislative delegation to executive 

branch,      248   

  protection of political order,      255   

  second representative chambers,      325   

  separation of powers, and,      232    

  liability, state liability in French law,      97   

  liberalism    

  balance between individualism and 

communitarianism,      60   

  forms of government,      48   

  fundamental rights, and,      58   

  liberal constitutionalism,      41  ,   47  ,   56   

  limited government,      56  ,   58   

  material constitutionalism, and,      54   

  republicanism and,      47   

  right to property,      48   

  separation of powers, and,      56    

  local governments in China,      190   

  Locke, John,      59  ,   262   

   Madison, James,      45  ,   117   

  majority rule, public participation 

in executive rulemaking, 

and,      412   

  Mill, John Stuart,      26   

  ‘mixed’ constitutions,      43  ,   44   

  monist constitutions,      483   

  Montesquieu, Charles- Louis de Secondat, 

Baron de La Brède et de,      44  ,   56  ,   239  , 

  245   

  multi- layered constitutions,      see also  

  European Union 

  competence disputes,      479   

  constitutions as inherently 

multi- layered,      473   

  continued exercise of centralised 

powers,      479   

  cooperation within,      481   

  diffusion of authority,      476   

  dualism and,      483   

  essential division of powers,      478   

  external layering,      486   

  federalism and,      477   

  geographical distribution of powers,      475  , 

  476  ,   495   

  global constitutional law, and,      494   

  global norms, and,      491   

  hierarchical constitutional ordering,    

   478   

  human rights, and,      486  ,   491   
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  incorporation of international and 

supranational law,      483   

  integration within,      481   

  intergovernmental relations,      482   

  internal layering,      476   

  monism and,      483   

  multi- layered governance in UK,      76  ,   474   

  multiple layers of government,      474   

  multiple sources of authority,      474   

  ‘new regionalism’,      475   

  receptiveness to international and 

supranational law,      484   

  regional human rights regimes,  

and,      486   

  self- government, and,      489   

  sovereignty and,      495   

  state- level institutions, and,      473  ,   476   

  subsidiarity and,      476  ,   483  ,   489   

  ‘sub- state nationalism’,      475   

  supra- national level,      476  ,   495   

  unitary states, and,      60  ,   65     

   natural justice,      see    rule of law  

  natural law, democracy and,      292   

  New Public Management,      410   

  New Zealand,      see also    Commonwealth 

constitutionalism 

  Bill of Rights Act 1990,      560  ,   561  ,   562     

  human rights protection, ‘new 

Commonwealth model’,      556    

  non- constitutional review, democracy 

and,      226   

  norms    

  Confucian cultural norms,      171   

  constitutional status of,      48   

  French constitutional norms ( bloc de 
constitutionalité ),      108    

  Northern Ireland, ‘direct rule’,      480   

  notice and comment rulemaking,      405    

   Offi ce for Budget Responsibility (UK)    

  accountability of,      452   

  appointments to,      451   

  controversies about,      457   

  convergence with other IFIs,      467   

  ‘defi cit bias’ in fi scal policy, and,      453   

  development of role of,      456  ,   466   

  establishment of,      450   

  functions of,      450   

  legal status of,      450   

  legal structure of,      454   

  origins of,      449  ,   466   

  Parliamentary Budget Offi ce (Australia) 

compared,      466   

  rationales for,      466     

   parliamentarism    

  constitutionalism in relation,      359   

  defi nition of,      46   

  democracy and,      46   

  German parliamentary system,      375   

  Kelsen/ Schmitt debate on,      353   

  ‘legal constitutionalism’, and,      357   

  presidentialism in relation,      99  ,   247  , 

  346  ,   362   

  twentieth century crisis of,      352   

  UK parliamentary system,      366    

  Parliamentary Budget Offi ce,      see    Australia  

  Parliamentary Budget Offi ce (Australia)    

  convergence with other IFIs,      467   

  development of role of,      464  ,   466   

  establishment of,      458  ,   460   

  functions of,      459  ,   460  ,   463   

  legal status of,      460   

  Offi ce for Budget Responsibility (UK) 

compared,      466   

  origins of,      459  ,   466   

  rationales for,      458  ,   463  ,   466    

  parliamentary sovereignty,      see    sovereignty  

  parliaments,      see also    legislature 

  administrative chain of legitimacy,      393   

  bicameral,      338   

  committees,      340   

  congresses distinguished,      345   

  constitutions in relation,      335  ,   348  ,   354   

  courts and,      356  ,   358   

  decision- making function,      343   

  denominational aspect,      345   

  function of,      240   

  functional classifi cation of,      343   

  functions of,      343   

  historical development of,      336   

  Indian parliamentary democracy,      146   

  institutional autonomy,      237   

  judicial review, and,      354   

  ‘legal constitutionalism’,      357   

  ministerial responsibility in UK,      393   

  parliamentary government in France,      94  , 

  99  ,   101   

  parliamentary groups,      342   

  parliamentary sovereignty,      71  ,   72  ,   75  , 

  76  ,   78  ,   79  ,   232  ,   555   

  parliamentary system,      58   

  plenary,      340   

  ‘political constitutionalism’,      357   

multi- layered constitutions (cont.)
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  political parties,      342   

  representation function,      343   

  rules of procedure,      348   

  separation of powers, and,      247   

  structural aspects,      337   

  unicameral,      338   

  usurpation of function,      242    

  people,      see also    public participation in 

executive rulemaking 

  citizens as ‘18th specialist’,      398   

  empowerment to enforce 

constitution,      172   

  government by the people,      62   

  government for the people,      55   

  no power to enforce constitution,      172   

  nominal ‘people’ in totalitarian state 

constitutions,      173   

  realisation of nominal constitutional 

rights,      174   

  sovereignty of the people,      99   

  ‘we the people’,      62   

  will of the people, law as 

expression of,      98    

  Plato,      267   

  pluralism, constitutional pluralism,      62  ,   545   

  ‘political constitutionalism’,      357   

  political order, protection of,      255   

  Polybius,      43   

  poor, rights of the,      127   

  popular sovereignty,      see    sovereignty  

  post- confl ict and post- totalitarian countries    

  human rights,      298   

  rule of law,      287    

  ‘presidential monarchy’ in France,      44   

  presidentialism    

  defi nition of,      46   

  ‘elected monarchy’,      46   

  gubernative organisation,      389   

  institutional autonomy, and,      237   

  parliamentarism in relation,      99  ,   247  , 

  346  ,   362   

  separation of powers, and,      247  ,  

  368  ,   386   

  US presidential system,      364  ,   368    

  privatised administrative agencies,      252   

  property,      see    right to property  

  proportionality    

  analysis,      29  ,   119   

  human rights, and,      310   

  ‘universal’ character of,      494    

  public administration,      see also    civil 

servants  ;   executive bodies  ;   public 

participation in executive rulemaking 

  chain of legitimacy 

( legitimationskette ),      392   

  democracy and,      392   

  enhancement of democratic 

legitimacy,      400   

  importance of,      391   

  New Public Management,      410   

  public participation in executive 

rulemaking,      412    

  public law tradition in France,      94   

  public participation in executive 

rulemaking    

  citizens as ‘18th specialist’,      398   

  civic forums,      401   

  consensual processes,      399   

  democratic credentials of,      392  ,   412   

  majority rule, and,      412   

  notice and comment rulemaking,      405   

  ‘public involvement’, defi nition of,      397   

  public participation in executive 

rulemaking,      396   

  stakeholder groups,      402    

  ‘pure’ forms of constitutions,      43    

   racial classifi cations, judicial scrutiny 

of,      130   

  racial equality,      127   

  Raz, Joseph,      264   

  reasoning,      424  ,   435   

   Rechtsstaat ,      see    rule of law  

  regional federal states,      320  ,   322  ,   325  , 

  327  ,   331   

  regional human rights regimes,      see  
  European Convention (and Court) on 

Human Rights  ;   human rights  

  regional treaties,      see    treaties  

  region- based classifi cation of courts,    

   416   

  religion, constitutional status in India,    

   151   

  representative government,      see    democracy  

  republicanism,      see also    commonwealth  ; 

  democracy 

  constitutionalism in relation,      93   

  forms of government,      47   

  liberalism and,      47   

  modern,      45   

  Renaissance,      44   

  representative government, and,      46   

  right to property,      48   

  Roman,      43    

  right to bear arms,      138   

  right to food,      166   
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  right to property    

  fundamental right, as,      59   

  republicanism and,      48    

  Roman law    

  constitutionalism,      43   

  rule of law,      267    

  rule of law    

  acceptance worldwide,      285   

  adherence to, classifi cation of states 

according to degree of,      415   

  application of, similarities in,      289   

  comparative law hypothesis,      258   

  concept of,      261   

  constitutional law, and,      258   

  contemporary constitutional law, in,      271   

  due process, substantive,      281   

  economic aid and development, and,      285   

  exceptions to,      278   

  formal (internal) requirements,      265   

  formal recognition of,      286   

  formal theories of,      263  ,   266   

  formalism,      270   

  functional comparison of,      260   

  functions of,      275   

  fundamental justice,      261   

  ground for principles or rules, as,      276   

  ground for specifi c decisions, as,      276   

  historical comparison,      267   

  human rights- based concepts,      265   

  interpretive tool, as,      275   

  legal certainty and,      273  ,   277   

  legal defi nition of,      272   

  legal landscape, place in,      259   

  level of scrutiny,      278   

  natural justice,      261   

  post- confl ict and post- totalitarian 

countries, in,      287   

  procedural fairness and,      281   

  procedural requirements,      274   

  promotion worldwide,      285   

  quality of law, and,      273   

   Rechtsstaat ,      see    Germany  

  recognition worldwide,      286   

  rule by law, and,      266   

  scrutiny triggered by, varying scope and 

intensity of,      277   

  social understanding of,      259   

  socio- economic development, and,      286   

  source of rights, as,      276   

  sovereign immunity and,      278   

  status of,      275   

  substantive (material) theories of,      263  , 

  264  ,   271   

  substantive due process,      281   

  systematic comparison of,      260   

  transition countries (post- confl ict, post- 

totalitarian), in,      287   

  ‘universal’ character of,      494   

  variety of understandings,      259   

  violation of,      258  ,   277    

  Russia    

  ethnographical constitutional studies,      23   

  rule of law,      262     

   Scalia, Antonin,      596   

  Schmitt, Carl,      63  ,   353   

  second representative chambers,      325   

  secularism, constitutional status in 

India,      151   

  separation of powers    

  authoritarianism and,      253   

  ‘balance of powers’, notion of,      238   

  challenges for,      250   

  classifi cation of models of,      232   

  cognitive rationales,      243   

  common historical narrative,      233   

  concept of,      230  ,   235  ,   256   

  conceptual distinctions,      235   

  delegated powers,      248   

  descriptive rationale,      243   

  diffusion of political power,      254   

  distribution of powers,      57   

  doctrine of,      56   

  expertocratic administrative agencies 

and,      252   

  federalism and,      233   

  function allocation criteria,      327   

  functional separation,      57   

  functional theory of,      239   

  histories and historiographies of,      232   

  institutional autonomy,      236   

  institutional cooperation,      58   

  international law, and,      250   

  judicial review, and,      248  ,   249   

  modern regulatory mechanisms, and,      252   

  Montesquieu’s tripartite division of 

powers,      56   

  normative rationales,      244   

  organization of government, as,      231   

  parliamentary sovereignty, and,      232   

  pluralization of political power,      254   

  political safeguard of liberalism, as,      59   

  presidentialism and,      247  ,   368  ,   386   

  privatized administrative agencies 

and,      252   

  problems,      247   
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  rationales for,      243   

  residual clause,      327   

  ‘separation’, notion of,      235   

  supremacy clause,      329   

  usurpation of function,      242    

  ‘socialist constitution’ of China,      183   

  South Africa    

  Constitutional Court,      431   

  constitutional transplant,      599   

  death penalty, unconstitutionality 

of,      21   

  ethnographical constitutional studies,      22   

  human rights,      302   

  reference to foreign laws and 

judgments,      21    

  sovereignty    

  adaptability of,      495   

  constitutional sovereigntist view of 

law,      16   

  democracy and popular sovereignty,      55   

  division between local and national 

levels,      475  ,   476   

  international law, and,      498   

  multi- layered constitutions, and,      495   

  parliamentary sovereignty,      71  ,   72  ,   75  , 

  76  ,   78  ,   79  ,   232  ,   555    

  stakeholder groups,      402   

  state institutions in China,      184   

  state liability in French law,      97   

  state policy in India, constitutional 

directive principles for,      145  ,   154  ,   162   

  state- building and human rights,      299   

  subsidiarity and multi- layered 

constitutions,      476  ,   483  ,   489   

  supreme courts,      see    China  ;   India  ; 

  United States  

  supreme law, constitutions as,      48  ,   61   

  Switzerland, rule of law,      272    

  technocratic (expertocratic) administrative 

agencies,      252   

  tort, state liability in French law,      97   

  transition countries (post- confl ict, 

post- totalitarian)    

  human rights,      298   

  rule of law,      287    

  transnational constitutionalism,      see also  

  Commonwealth constitutionalism  ; 

  constitutional transplants  ; 

  European Union  ;   international 

constitutionalization  ;   multi- layered 

constitutions 

  national constitutionalism, and,      545   

  transnationalization and 

constitutionalism,      543    

  transplanted law,      see    constitutional 

transplants  

  treaties    

  international and regional treaties as 

constitutions,      3    

  trust, reliance on,      90   

   unitary states,      60  ,   65   ,  see also    multi- 

layered constitutions  

  United Kingdom (UK),      see also  

  Commonwealth constitutionalism 

  cabinet government,      366   

  combination of contextual constitutional 

elements,      70  ,   77   

  common law constitutionalism,      85   

  constitutional change,      89  ,   91   

  constitutional conventions,      74   

  constitutional history,      72   

  devolved governance,      76  ,   474  ,   477  , 

  480  ,   482   

  diffuse form of judicial review,   

   417  ,   420   

  ‘direct rule’ in Northern Ireland,      480   

  European Union, and,      79   

  Europeanization,      77   

  formalism,      270   

  French borrowing from,      93   

  French theory of state contrasted,      97   

  Human Rights Act 1998,      81  ,   204  ,   207  , 

  215  ,   217  ,   220  ,   221  ,   561   

  human rights protection, ‘new 

Commonwealth model’,      556   

  judicial review,      204  ,   207  ,   215  ,   217  ,   220  , 

  221  ,   417  ,   420   

  liberal democracy,      71   

  liberalism,      47   

  ministerial responsibility,      393   

  mixture of old and new elements,      90   

  multi- layered governance,      76  ,   474  ,   477  , 

  480  ,   482   

  New Public Management,      410   

  Offi ce for Budget Responsibility,      see  
  Offi ce for Budget Responsibility (UK)  

  parliament,      344   

  parliamentary rules of procedure,      350   

  parliamentary sovereignty,      71  ,   72  ,   75  , 

  76  ,   78  ,   79  ,   232   

  parliamentary system,      58   

  parliamentary system of 

government,      366   

  political constitution,      74   
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  public participation in rule- making,    

   410   

  receptiveness to international and 

supranational law,      485   

  rule of law,      263  ,   267  ,   270  ,   273  ,   278  , 

  280  ,   281   

  separation of powers,      232   

  summary of key issues,      89   

  sustainability of UK constitutional 

model,      90   

  telecommunications, regulation of,      410   

  trust, reliance on,      90   

  uniqueness of constitution,      71   

  ‘unwritten’ constitution,      70   

  welfare state,      270    

  United Nations    

  constitutionalization of,      509   

  International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights 1966 (ICCPR),      586   

  International Covenant on Economic, 

Social and Cultural Rights 1966 

(ICESCR),      586   

  non- intervention in national law,      584   

  Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

1948,      585    

  United States (US)    

  administrative agencies,      252   

  balance of powers,      238   

  ‘bill of rights’,      116   

  binding force of Constitution,      172   

  bindingness of Supreme Court 

decisions,      121   

  Cabinet,      387   

  citation of foreign case law,      595   

  Civil War (1861–1865),      113  ,   116  ,   139   

  ‘clause- bound’ approach to 

constitutional interpretation,      119   

  Congress’s power to regulate 

commerce,      122   

  Constitution as written instrument,      115   

  Constitution of 1787,      61  ,   62  ,   113  ,   172   

  constitutional amendments,      116   

  constitutional continuity and 

change,      115   

  constitutional crises, overcoming 

of,      139   

  constitutional rigidity,      355   

  criminal procedure rights,      125   

  death penalty, constitutionality of,      135   

  defamation in matters of public 

concern,      138   

  democratic constitutionalism,      45   

  ‘departmentalist’ approach to 

constitutional interpretation,      121   

  diffuse form of judicial review,      417  ,   419   

  ‘dormant’ Commerce Clause,      123   

  dual democracy,      62   

  due process, substantive,      130  ,   281  ,   283     

  environmental protection,      405   

  equal protection under law,      130   

  exceptionalism of US constitutional 

law,      135   

  executive, coordination of,      387   

  federalism,      60  ,   124  ,   233   

  formal constitutionalism,      49   

  formalism,      270   

  freedom of expression,      136   

  French borrowing from,      93   

  fundamental rights,      58  ,   64   

  gun laws,      138   

  hate speech, regulation of,      137   

  human rights,      295  ,   297  ,   300   

  Indian constitutional borrowing 

from,      145   

  ‘informal’ constitutional amendment,      53   

  judicial constitutional interpretation,      118   

  judicial deference,      120   

  ‘judicial nationalization of individual 

rights’,      481   

  judicial review,      130  ,   204  ,   206  ,   249  ,   356  , 

  417  ,   419   

  judicial supremacy model of 

constitutional rights protection,      555   

  leadership, concept of,      385   

  notice and comment rulemaking,      405   

  ‘originalist’ approach to constitutional 

interpretation,      119   

  parliamentary rules of procedure,      349   

  ‘political constitutionalism’,      358   

  poor, rights of the,      127   

  presidential system of government,   

   364  ,   368   

  presidentialism,      46   

  President’s Cabinet,      369   

  President’s role,      368  ,   385   

  Progressive Era (1890s–1920s),      117   

  proportionality analysis,      29  ,   119   

  public participation in executive 

rulemaking,      396   

  racial classifi cations, judicial scrutiny 

of,      130   

  racial equality,      127   

  ‘rational basis’ review,      130   

  reference to foreign laws and 

judgments,      21   

United Kingdom (UK) (cont.)
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  regulatory powers,      122   

  representative government,      116   

  right to bear arms,      138   

  rights jurisprudence,      114  ,   125   

  rule of law,      140  ,   268  ,   270  ,   274  ,   278  ,   279  , 

  281  ,   283     

  separation of powers,      232  ,   239  ,   245  ,   251  , 

  252  ,   254  ,   368  ,   386   

  ‘States Rights’,      124   

  supremacy of federal law,      122   

  Supreme Court,      113  ,   119  ,   121  ,   139  ,   481  ,   595   

  White House administration,      371  ,   385    

  unity, federalism and,      331   

  Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

1948,      585    

   Waldron, Jeremy,      203  ,   217   

  Weber, Max,      262  ,   286   

  World Trade Organization, 

constitutionalization of,      508      
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